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First forum on Cherry Point cargo port brings out more questions than answers
Rail traffic, air quality issues among those that might affect Skagit County
By WHITNEY PIPKIN Staff Writer

The first public forum on a proposed cargo terminal at Cherry Point attracted nearly 300 people Wednesday to a lunchtime discussion
hosted by the City Club of Bellingham — showing just how eager residents are to better understand the project’s impact on both the
economy and the environment.
It’s still unclear what the impact will be on Skagit and other surrounding counties, which could have as many as 18 more trains per day
passing through if the Gateway Pacific terminal becomes a reality. The majority of those trains would be carrying coal from across the
country to be shipped overseas, which environmental groups have said presents its own set of issues.
Seattle-based SSA Marine, a developer and operator of shipping terminals like this throughout the world, has begun the two-year
process of environmental studies required to obtain state and federal building permits for the $600 million project. The project has support
from a handful of local officials, including Bellingham’s mayor, for the hundreds of jobs it could potentially provide.
Supporters say the two years of construction work to build the terminal would provide up to 1,700 jobs. Craig Cole, retired CEO of
Brown & Cole Stores of Bellingham, opened the discussion in favor of the proposed project, saying it would provide 250 to 300 permanent
jobs and an additional $54 million in annual tax revenues.
“I don’t think I need to tell anybody that we need this. We have established a heavy industrial designation (at Cherry Point) to create
high-wage jobs, and we need them desperately,” Cole said.
But Bob Ferris, who spoke against the project as executive director of Re-Sources for Sustainable Communities, said the terminal would
only provide 89 jobs by 2015 and 213 by 2026, according to the project’s permit applications with Whatcom County.
Cole told the crowd that the employment numbers are being reviewed by economists and an official count will continue to be revised as
the project goes forward.
Ferris said he’d like to see the county “look for something better than this short-sighted project” to provide jobs.
Paying attention
Environmental groups have generated some hearty opposition to the project in recent months, launching websites and passing out
pamphlets asking “will Whatcom County cave in to dirty coal?”
While the issue in many ways pits employment against environment, Ferris said the added rail traffic could also impede business at
other points along the track. He said the addition of more than a dozen trains per day, many of them more than a mile long, could make
for backups in cities like Mount Vernon and Burlington that have tracks running through town.
Ferris said the project has “a terrific impact. And Skagit’s not gonna get any new tax revenue.”
“It’s bad for us but even worse for folks on your end,” he said.
Skagit County Commissioner Ken Dahlstedt said the commission hasn’t yet formed an official opinion on the project and is still waiting
to see what the impact might be.
“It’s something we’ll eventually have an opinion on. If it’s going through our county, it’s going to have an impact,” he said. “It’s
definitely something I think the commission and the community need to be paying attention to.”
He said local officials would have to consider equally the benefits to the local economy as well as environmental pitfalls. Additional rail
traffic could present issues in certain spots, such as the Burlington Northern Santa Fe railroad bridge in Burlington, which is in need of
repair to prevent backups in the river during floods, Dahlstedt said.
Bob Watters, SSA executive vice president, said the impact on local rail systems could increase with or without the local terminal as
similar ports in B.C. increase their output.
He said there are currently 5 million tons of coal per day traveling Western Washington rail systems to get to terminals in B.C.
“If this doesn’t happen now, all the impacts will happen but none of the job benefits,” he said.
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Fear of impacts
Ferris’ presentation against the project also detailed the potential hazards of coal dust and diesel particulates passing into the air as the
trains travel through Bellingham and surrounding cities.
Cole accused Ferris of “fear mongering” the public with the coal dust and diesel issues, which Ferris said had caused a higher
prevalence of cancer among residents near tracks in other areas.
Cole added there are a number of industry methods to address coal dust, including spraying the piles with water and building buffers of
trees or structures to prevent wind from spreading it.
Questions from the audience were almost entirely directed at the project’s supporters, who said many of them would be answered
during the environmental impact process.
The process involves several federal and state agencies and will require the company to make up for any hazards the project entails
within. It will be up to those agencies which issues — in which areas — should be addressed.
Whitney Pipkin can be reached at 360-416-2112 or at wpipkin@skagitpublishing.com. Follow her on Twitter at www.twitter.com/
biz_svh.

Photo provided by The Bellingham Herald A coal train heads north through the old Georgia-Pacific site in Bellingham on March 1 as it
heads for coal ports in British Columbia. Supporters of a bulk commodity port at Cherry Point say it would keep jobs and other economic
benefits on this side of the Canadian border. Opponents worry about the environmental impacts of increased coal train traffic through
Northwest Washington cities and towns.
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